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WHICH IS YOUR HIRED MAN *
The judges of the farms entered n the Inter-Provincial Dairy Farms 

Competition, noted that those farmers who provided houses for their men 
had the least trouble in securing efficient hired help. The same applies 
everywhere.

most striking feature of which ! You are allowing the apple market tu 
slip through your fingers. It will 
'-"•t you many thousands of 
before it retu

—the new “Simplex,” 
is hat it is light running.

The i,ioo-lb. size “Simplex,” when at speed and skim
ming milk, takes no more power than the ordinary 500-lb. 
Hand Separator of other makes.

The new large capacity “Simplex” cuts the labor of 
skimming more than in two, because it turns easier than 
most other Hand Separators, regardless of capacity, and 
because it does the work in half the time.

ge rapacity 
“Simplex”
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the final round of 
Competition that 
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SELLING
To produce 1s easy, to sell Is more 1» 

difficult, to sell at a good, fair pro- » 
Ht Is work at which we farmers * 
may well learn to be more efficient. * 
This Department of Farm and Dairy 
le conducted by a Bales Expert. Ask 
Farm and Dairy questions about 
your eelllng problems ; answers will £ 
be riven In this column.
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near prices where not PRonrm 
Your second serious mistake, dear 

sir, is in advising Mr. Louch to take 
a sample of his apples and endeavour 
to sell them from door to door in the
immed

of farm

satisfactory remuneration for th^ir 
labor much less a profit? Bless my 
soul, that very idea has lost the far
mers in the neighbourhood of Ham
ilton millions of dollars which jrw
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to 45c and dairy butter 20c a pound 
Most of the creamery butter that has 
been offered in this city for the last 
six months has been from Brookfield 
Ont., because it is well made and 
neatly parked. They don’t have to 
peddle it from door to door loc 
there is cash for it at 46c 
stead of from 20i to 28c 
inferior made and packed 
duced locally.

HOW WE SPOIL THE APPLE V Stilt

"Simplex” Cream Separators, like 
machines, are the very embodiment

The lar 
our other
of simplicity.

AH “Simplex” Separators have only two gears, 
have Self-Balancing Bowl.

All “Simplex” bearings are of the highes 
grade, same as are used in the best automobiles.

All “Simplex” Separators have the famous 
Link-Blade Skimming Device.

"Simplex” Cream Separators are noted for ease of clean
ing. remarkably clean skimming, ease of running, durability 
—they last a life-time. Learn more about the "Simplex.”
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DtSADVANTAOBE OF BARRELS 

Consider what a mistake it is 
pack fruit which deteriorates wi' 
every bruise, into unwieldy packages 
which have to be rolled and tumbled 
and ranted this way and that way 
because they are too heavy for a man 
to carry decently from place to place, 
besides their taking up twice the 
space for the same result.

It is a mystery to me why the Gov
ernment of Ontario spends thousands 
of dollars endeavouring 
pies inspected, graded, etc., and 
allows them to he shipped in barrels 
in which by the time the fruit lands 
at its destination, it is so bruised 
that purchasers will pay almost twice 
the price for fruit which is. I must 
admit, superior in color, but void of

Queliic and ManitHead Office and Works : BROCKVILLF. ONT.
MONTREAL end QUEBEC, F. 0. 

WE WANT AGENTS IN A NEW UNREPRESENTED DISTRICTS
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This same rule applies to vow 
apples in Ontario as to" your butt# 
in comparison with that made here, 
only that your apples are side-trick
ed by Washington State grown i| 
pies because you refuse to abandi 
the unwieldy packages of our fore
fathers to use the more common*» 
packages of thoughtful business fro 
shippers. Why not create, as good 
demand through the quality of 
apple packages as you have for 
butter packages.

Regarding Mr. Louch’s being 
sed re a market in Preston 1 w 
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Wake up, you Ontario gentlemen 
who grow apples ! Work night and 
day to have a law passed in your 
province making it a " serious 
oftsnee” to sell apples in barrels.It to desirable to mention the name of this publication when writing to advertisers. on page 0)

$100,000.00

Ontario, are being paidFarmers of tho Brockville District.
1100.000.00 a week Just now for their cheese.
^ They ^ will get upwards of 11,000.000-00 this

Brockville Is bnt one of the score and more of big dairy 
centres In Ontario—ell lending ont big sum* of money to the 
dairy farmers.

It is these dairy farmers In these great dairy centres, and 
elsewhere throughout Ontario. Quebec (and to a limited extent 
In the other provinces in Canada) that Farm and Dairy reaches 
every week.Ton can reach these people and interest them In your goods 
and get yonr share of this big ca*h Income. Ton can. at a 
profit to yon, reach them through Farm and Dairy. It will 
nav you so to do These people Of ours are "worth while."
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